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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0593946A2] The present invention describes a device for winding a plastic film web with the aid of a driven winding core, a web-tension
measurement roll, a driven contact roll which is arranged between the winding core and the web-tension measurement roll and, for contact winding,
is adjustable against the forming film roll and, during gap winding, has a distance from the film roll, and with a control device for controlling the
motors as a function of the feed rate of the web corresponding to the measured web-tension force in such a manner that the winding hardness of the
winding roll is influenced in a predeterminable manner. With devices of this kind, plastic webs to be processed at a subsequent time, for example to
form carrier bags or refuse sacks, can be wound. To make this possible, the rolls have to be wound so as to be as straight-edged as possible, that
is to say the individual layers in the film rolls must not shift out or telescope out in the axial direction during winding. Winding is therefore carried out
in such a manner that the winding hardness of the film rolls decreases from the inside outwards. In order, now, during central gap winding also, to be
able to wind sensitive films to form film rolls in which the winding hardness is influenced in a manner corresponding to the more sensitive film types,
the invention proposes that, during contact winding, the torque of the winding motor be controlled corresponding to the increasing roll diameter and
the contact roll be driven with a speed corresponding to the web tension-force and that, during gap winding, the winding motor be controlled in its
speed, corresponding to the measured web-tension force. <IMAGE>
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